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On one hand yellow 
stands for freshness, 
____________ , positivity, 
clarity, energy, 
optimism, 
enlightenment, 
remembrance, 
intellect, honor, 
loyalty.

happiness

betrayal
happiness



On the other, 
yellow 
represents 
cowardice and 
deceit. So, 
Yellow, the 
color of 
____________ , 
hope, and 
happiness, has 
conflicting 
associations. 

sunshine

sunshine
moonshine



courage
In Japan, yellow often 
represents ___________.                             

In China, adult movies are 
referred to as yellow movies. 

courage
cowardice



Yellow 
signifies 
“sadness” 
in 
Greece’s 
culture 
and 
“_________” 
in 
France’s 
culture.

  jealousy

jealousy
timidity



In India, yellow is the color of the 
Vaisya caste, or farmers, and is the 
color Hindus wear to celebrate the 

Festival of _________.Spring

autumn
spring



Yellow is 

the most                             
visible color                       

of the spectrum.

The human eye 
processes yellow 

first. This explains 
why it is used for 
cautionary  signs 

and emergency 
rescue __________.bicycles

vehicles
bicycles



Take note of the 
crossings which 
are marked in 
white - they are 
less easy to see 
than those 
marked yellow, 
particularly on 
wet and cloudy 
days.

crossings

Yellow is the most highly visible of all 
colors which is why it is used for 
pedestrian _____________. 

crossings
blessings



Yellow is psychologically the happiest 
color in the color spectrum. In 
medical terms, a yellow _______ 

indicates a quarantine.
flag

flag
bow



75% of the  __________ sold in the 
United States are painted yellow.

pencils

lollipops
pencils



A yellow flag is 
used in car 

racing to signal 
caution. _________ 

must remain in 
their current 

position when a 
yellow flag is 

shown.

Cars

cars
bicycles



A penalty is indicated in _________ 
when a referee throws a yellow flag 

onto the playing field.

football

football
tennis



It is not true 
that babies cry 
more in yellow 
rooms, or that 
yellow causes 
diarrhea, or 
that husbands 
and wives fight 
more in yellow 
__________ .kitchens

bedrooms
kitchens



The phrase “yellow journalism” is in 
reference to bad or irresponsible 

____________reportinginterviewing
reporting



Traditionally, 
yellow ribbons were 
worn as a sign of 
hope as women 
waited for their 
men to come home 
from _______ . Today, 
yellow ribbons are 
still used to 
welcome homes 
loved ones.

war

competition
war



In American 
slang, calling 

someone 
“yellow” or 

“yellow-belli
ed”                     

is the same 
as calling 

them 

a _________.  coward

coward
stupid



Studies show 
that the 

meaning of the 
color yellow can 

be warmth, 
cheerfulness, 

increased 
mental activity, 

increased 
muscle                 

_________ . energy

energy
power



The color yellow 
helps activate 

the memory, 
encourage 

communication, 
enhance vision, 

build 
confidence, and 

stimulate                          
the                        

nervous 
_________.system

strength 
system



Nature alone is antique, and 
the oldest  ______ is a 

mushroom.
art

It is 
interesting 
that yellow 
is 
appropriate 
colour for a 
room used 
for studying 
because it 
has a 
stimulating 
effect on 
the _______ .mind

mind
stomach



Yellow shines 
with                    
optimism, 
enlightenment, 
and                  
happiness.

Shades of 
golden                       
yellow                         
carry the 
promise                  
of a positive 
__________.future

betrayal
happiness



THE END

TO BE 
CONTINUED…
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